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Linking FLIPS™ to a GIS Shapefile
Introduction
In order to take advantage of this program, the user should be familiar
with data in FLIPS that corresponds to data in the GIS. The steps in
this guide outline the procedures necessary to link data from a GIS to
FLIPS or FLIPS to a GIS. It is assumed that the polygon shapefile
being used for the linkage was created by following the steps in this
guide. This is important to ensure accuracy in the acreage values that
will be imported into FLIPS from the shapefile through the linkage
process.
It is highly recommended that you back up both the GIS and FLIPS
files before starting this process. While it is relatively easy to undo
changes made in a GIS, once data in FLIPS has been altered, the
only way to go back to the original data is through a backup.

Reasons for linking to FLIPS
Any of these processes can be run singularly or in combination.
 Import acres from GIS to FLIPS through user selected
common attribute matches.
 Automatically create stream and road buffer stand masters in
FLIPS from a shapefile.
 Automatically create a forest inventory data table for joining to
a GIS shapefile.
 Automatically create new stand masters in FLIPS from
shapefile attributes.

Organizing Shapefiles
Four base layer shapefiles that correspond with the FLIPS inventory
data are used to create the final shapefile to utilize all of the GIS
Linkage tool functions. At a minimum, a Stand and PLS layer should
be used for creating the final shapefile. Additional layers can be
included for special buffer situations.
1. Stand or Type polygon layer (delineating timber types on a
timberland ownership).
2. PLS (public land survey) polygon layer.
3. Roads layer (Utilized for buffering).
4. Hydro layer (Utilized for buffering).
These buffer layers will be overlayed with the stand and pls layers to
create the final shapefile for linking to FLIPS.
Before processing can begin, the stand and pls layer attribute tables
need to have the following attribute fields in their attribute tables.
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Stand layer table attributes: All the fields require a value with the
exception of the FIFVkey which is left empty. The value for this field
will be automatically created by the GIS Link tool and used as the key
field for the linkage process.
Field Type

Field Length

Tract

Field Name

Text

12

Type, Stand or Strata*

Text

4

Double

12,2

Text

6

Acre
FIFVkey

*Depending on the type of inventory data.

Stand layer attribute table example

PLS layer table attributes: All the fields require a value.
Field Name*

Field Type

Field Length

Township

Text

3

Range

Text

3

Section

Text

2

*Field names can be abbreviated (e.g. TWN for Township).

PLS layer attribute table example

If you are not going to create buffer shapefiles you can skip ahead to
the Processing section of this guide.
Buffer layer table attributes: If you have created buffer shapefile
layers, you need to add an attribute field to each buffer layer table to
identify the table records as a buffer for the linkage tool to recognize.
The field must have a unique name for each buffer shapefile being
used for linking to FLIPS. The field must be a TEXT field with a length
of 2. The field must contain a “^Y” value.
Buffer layer attribute table examples
Road Buffer
Hydro Buffer
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Processing
Now that you have all your base layer shapefile in the proper format it
is time to process the shapefiles to create the final linkage shapefile to
be used with the ACI Linking tool.
1. Convert all the shapefiles to coverages.
2. Next overlay process all the coverages using the Identity tool
with the Stand layer being the input coverage.
3. Convert the final overlay coverage to a shapefile.
4. Calculate acres using the field calculator.
5. The shapefile should now contain all the necessary attributes
to run the GIS Link tool.
Example of the final shapefile table fields

In this case, there are RDBUF and HYBUF fields because a road and
hydro layer was overlayed so that road and hydro buffer stand
masters could be created automatically in FLIPS through the linkage
routine. If you didn’t create a road or hydro buffer layer these
attributes will not be in the table and buffer stand masters will not be
created in FLIPS.
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Initiating the Link to Flips
1. Open SuperACE/FLIPS.
2.

Click either on the on the
Link on the menu bar.

button on the toolbar or the GIS

3. The following dialog appears:

4. Select the Shapefile DBF file to be linked to a FLIPS project.
Remember that this should be a GIS shapefile that has tabular
fields that match the tabular fields in a FLIPS project. These fields
will not necessarily have the same name, but they must represent
the same data.
5. Click Open. The Linking interface screen appears.

Note: You can only select one shapefile to link at a time; however,
you can open a new session to link additional GIS files as many times
as you wish.
You can click on the Exit Program button at any time to exit the
program.
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Selecting the FLIPS Project
1. In the Select Project area of the interface screen, select the FLIPS
project to which the GIS data is to be linked. A question appears
asking if you wish to start processing.

2. Answer yes to the question that appears.

3. Note that after the processing is finished, the Match Fields of the
interface screen are populated with data. If the shapefile contains
“^Y” buffer attributes then the buffer attribute data will be listed in
the Buffers area of the interface screen.
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Filling in the Match Fields Area
Now the user must choose which fields of the GIS shapefile to match
with fields in FLIPS. Depending on your project needs, you can match
on any combination of the match fields.
1. In the Match Fields area of the interface screen, identify a field to
use for searching for matches with FLIPS. Note that a matching
field may have a different name in GIS compared to the
corresponding field in FLIPS.
2. Click in the cell in the Inventory column adjacent to the GIS field to
select a field to match. A dropdown list box appears from which
you may choose a corresponding match field from FLIPS.

Filling in the Buffers Area
When the shapefile was initially selected, the linkage routine
automatically identified any records that contained a “^Y” attribute. If
any “^Y” attributes occur in the data they will be listed in the Buffers
area of the interface screen. In this portion of the screen, the user
may name the buffer fields with an alphanumeric name up to four
characters long (basically giving these areas a type designation).
Also, the Priority column is filled in. Priority assignments tell the
software which field name is assigned to an area that two or more
fields share in common. For instance, perhaps a light duty road
crosses over a secondary highway. Rather that have two records for
the area contained in the intersection of their buffers, the higher
priority field contains the record.
1. Click the cursor in a cell of the Inventory field next to the first GIS
cell entry.

2. Enter a name up to 4 alphanumeric characters long to identify the
GIS buffer.
3. Set the priority for each buffer area by clicking in the cell and edit
the desired priority assignment.
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Matching the Data
Once the fields have been picked to match on and the buffer names
and priorities have been assigned, if buffers exist in the shapefile, it is
time to let FLIPS and GIS search for data matches.
1. Click on the Match Data button at the bottom of the interface
screen. Click Yes or No to the window that pops up. This window
appears if the user did not enter any names for the Buffers area
Inventory fields.

2. After processing is finished, three tabs appear on the lower left
portion of the screen.

3. Resize the tab area in order to see all three tabs. These are the
FI/GIS-Matched, GIS-UnMatched and FI-Unmatched tabs.
4. Click on these tabs from left to right in order to view the data
matches and non-matches that occurred between FLIPS and the
GIS, those records that did not match from the GIS data, and
those that did not match from the FLIPS data.
The GIS-UnMatched and FI-Unmatched tabs are useful in determining
if you need to enter or remove a stand master in FLIPS or edit the GIS
shapefile. If you need to do an edit before continuing, just click on the
Exit Program button to end the linkage routine. Once you have
completed your edits simply restart the linkage routine again and
repeat the previous steps to see if your edits were successful.
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If you click on the Reports button you can choose to generate and
print reports for each of the three tab screens.

Making Choices for the FI/GIS-Matched Area
Now it is necessary to choose whether or not to create an inventory
from the GIS data, update the FLIPS data with the GIS data, or
update the GIS data with the inventory data.
Check any or all of the four checkboxes to choose how you want to
use the matched and un-matched data. The two Update options are
the most commonly used linkage options. Each option is explained
below.

Create INV From Matched GIS: This function will automatically
create stand masters in a new FLIPS project. When you check this
box and click the Process button the following window comes up.
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Fill in the New Project name, Location and use the dropdown window
in each of the cells to select which shapefile attributes are to be used
to create the stand masters. This is useful if your shapefile contains
other attributes that you want to use to create a new FLIPS project.
Create INV From Un-Matched GIS: This function is useful in
automatically creating stand masters in FLIPS for stands that occur in
the GIS but not in FLIPS. When you check this box and click Process
the same window as above opens.

Fill in the New Project name, Location and use the dropdown window
in each of the cells to select which shapefile attributes are to be used
to create the stand masters. This process forces the user to create
the stand masters in a new FLIPS project in order to safeguard the
existing FLIPS data. You can then use Stand Maintenance in FLIPS
to copy the new masters from one FLIPS project to another.
Update INV From Matched GIS: This selection is the most used
process of the linkage program. It will use the matched data between
the GIS and FLIPS to automatically load acres from the GIS into
FLIPS and, if the shapefile contains buffer attributes, will create buffer
stand masters in FLIPS. This is the most time saving feature of the
linkage program.
Update GIS From Matched INV: This function will create a data
base file (dbf) in a directory named FIdata. The data base will contain
one record of stand inventory data for every matched shapefile record.
This table can be used in a GIS to link, using the FIFVkey field, to the
shapefile for querying and symbolizing inventory data in the GIS. For
this option it is best to use a shapefile that does not contain road or
hydro buffer attributes.
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1. Fill in the number of species to be used in the project. Up to
seven species can be included. If there are more species
available than the number entered into this box, the main species
will be chosen. For example, if the user has 4 species in a timber
type and chooses 2 as the # of Species, the information
associated with the main two species will be used.
2. Either enter a new name in the Summary File box, or accept the
default name of the original shapefile name.
3. Click the Process button.

Back to FLIPS
Once the processing is complete, you will be returned to the FLIPS
project you were in when you initiated the GIS Link routine. The
FLIPS project that you linked to the GIS shapefile is now updated, if
you choose either of the Create Inv selections or the Update Inv
selection.
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